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1 Research background and rationale for the topic

My career related to e-learning started at the same time as my university studies, where I got into the world of e-learning both as part of charitable activity and as a professional career too – and as a person always ready to acquire new knowledge, I was constantly looking for such opportunities from the student side as well. By the time I got to the end of my MSc studies, I could confidently say that I wanted to research this topic at an academic level as well, and thanks to the practical experiences I gained during the years, I quickly found a subfield that had many unanswered questions on the topic.

1.1 Background and relevance of the subject

My specific research topic, which is the core of my dissertation, is the examination and elaboration of the measurement tools of the e-learning form of education. So far, no methodology has been developed for this, and I have not found the method used in traditional (attendance) education to be compatible for e-learning education.

One of the biggest difficulties of knowledge transfer is its measurability (not only in the case of e-learning, but also in the case of attendance training, as I will explain in more detail later). Exam situations are, of course, easy to simulate, and this way the degree of knowledge acquired can be tested, and the quality of education can
also be measured by the satisfaction of users (students, tutors, administrators, etc.), even if subjectively. (Wang, Wang & Shee, 2007) However, these measurement methods do not provide satisfactory answers to the questions I have formulated regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of knowledge transfer, as they examine the final state (the existence of knowledge), not the goodness of the process.

The topicality of the subject is best demonstrated by the fact that there is no accepted solution for measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of e-learning yet. Initiatives - such as the work of Favretto, Caramia & Guardini (2005) who examined the comparability of traditional and e-learning training, or Selim (2007) who analyzed the university adaptability of e-learning – can be found, but the measurements still focus on traditional, attendance education, and the toolkit used there also receives a lot of criticism, which I will summarize in more detail later.

At the same time, the need to set up a metric is growing, as with the continuous spread of technology and the “digitization” of generations, this form of education can be expected to grow in popularity from the student side as well, and on the business side, early adopters can even gain a competitive advantage by exploiting its potential. (Ruth, 2006) This, in turn, requires a unified measurement method and system that encourages decision-makers to open up towards this new field.
1.2 Research question and hypothesis

My research question in the dissertation is how / by what method can we measure the efficiency of e-learning from a knowledge transfer and from a financial-economic point of view. I aimed at developing a method that is suitable for measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of an e-learning training in its own right in terms of knowledge transfer. It is important to emphasize that with this I did not develop a toolkit for comparison with the traditional attendance course (or another e-learning course), because based on my research I was able to identify so many other influencing factors that make two different trainings “ceteris paribus” incomparable.
The focus of my research is to examine the efficiency and effectiveness of the e-learning form of education, which has both knowledge transfer and financial implications. The basic assumption is that knowledge transfer through the form of e-learning is more efficient and effective (see the explanation of the concepts later in the development of methods) and can be more economical (i.e. more financially efficient) than traditional classroom education.

**Central research question:** How do we measure the efficiency and effectiveness of e-learning?

- **1. research sub-question:** How do we measure the efficiency and effectiveness of e-learning knowledge transfer? – Through research of professional literature, I examined the available measurement solutions, set up a set of criteria for developing a good measurement method, and then developed methods for measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of e-learning education.

- **2. research sub-question:** How do we measure the financial economy of e-learning? (In other words, how do we determine its break-even point?) – Based on my experience in the profession and on professional literature, I determined the cost system of the two forms of education, and based on these, I developed a calculation method to determine the break-even point of the e-
learning form of education compared to classroom education. Finally, I applied the developed method of return calculation to the indicators of a (fictitious) e-learning investment training I created, and thus I located its break-even point.

**The hypothesis of my dissertation is as follows:** The unique measurement method I have set up is suitable for drawing conclusions for the given e-learning course in terms of efficiency and effectiveness.

To investigate this, I applied the new, unique measurement method developed along the first research sub-question in practice to a data set extracted from an e-learning course, and I analyzed the efficiency and effectiveness of knowledge transfer in this course with quantitative tools. **The uniqueness of the method stems from three factors:** (1) no method for measuring e-learning efficiency has yet been developed in professional literature; (2) no control group is required for the measurement, the selected course becomes evaluable in itself; (3) the measurement method does not rely on subjective analysis (e.g. questionnaire text analysis), but calculates from objective, machine-recorded indicators using mathematical methods. It is important to note that general conclusions about e-learning could only be drawn after many similar studies, but this was not the purpose of the present dissertation; as neither was the examination of the relationship between the two branches.
2 Methods used

I designed my research with an interactive model where research goals, conceptual frameworks, research methods, and validation interact with the central research questions. I developed the interactive model of research design based on the work of Maxwell & Loomis (2003).

I also used qualitative and quantitative tools for the whole research: for the methodological elaboration I mainly used an extensive literature review and synthesis, while the testing and validation of the methodologies was performed on data sets by quantitative analysis with the help of the new, unique measurement systems developed by me.
3 Results of the dissertation

In this chapter, I present the most important results of the dissertation, which can be summarized by focusing on four main areas:

1. Conceptual clarification of the e-learning ecosystem both at an international level and taking into account the peculiarities of the Hungarian language, in the framework of an extensive literature review.


3. Development of a new measurement method to calculate the break-even point of the e-learning form of education.

4. Testing and evaluation of the measurement method developed in the third point through real practical examples and empirical research.

In the spirit of transparency and easy interpretation, I summarized the central result of the dissertation in one paragraph:

In the dissertation I set up a metric (measurement system) based on the characteristics of e-learning, and I also
validated it within the framework of the dissertation. My goal was to give the field of e-learning a tool to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of this form of education. The aim of the empirical research carried out in the dissertation was to examine the applicability of the method in a real environment, which shed light on its limitations and possibilities for expansion and further development.

3.1 Conceptual clarification, literature review

Due to the novelty of e-learning, I consider it important to form a comprehensive picture of the e-learning ecosystem as the first step of my research: in this context, I examined the current trends of the e-learning market and also explained some approaches in professional literature to define the concept of e-learning. Using this experience, I also attempted to formulate my own definition of e-learning: the form of e-learning provides a learning opportunity that is unrestricted in space and time, which enables learning independently of the tutor by using digital solutions.

As a next step, one step further from the specific definition of e-learning, I examined its components and constituents: the e-learning system, e-learning content and e-learning personas. In addition to the conceptual definitions, I outlined their connection points and detailed the role of e-learning components in the e-learning ecosystem.
As a final step to get an even broader and more accurate picture of the e-learning ecosystem, I examined additional concepts and expressions that are in some way related to the world of e-learning, drawing the network and connections of these additional concepts: blended learning, mobile learning, distance learning.

Finally, I made a thorough comparison with the surrogate and complementary service of e-learning: attendance education, which I summarized, categorized, and illustrated in 9 points.
3.2 Development of an e-learning knowledge transfer measurement method

The primary goal of my research was to find a measurement method that is suitable for measuring the efficiency of e-learning courses in terms of knowledge transfer without being able to compare them to any control group. As such a measurement method did not yet exist, I first examined the expectations and requirements for good measurement methods in general, and then I examined the measurement tools used in classroom (attendance) courses as a good practice and starting point – and I also expressed my criticisms of them, which were mainly about its subjectivity and tutor-centredness.

Based on these experiences, I developed a method based on mathematical and statistical methods, which, thanks to the IT background provided by e-learning, made use of the opportunities
provided by automated and digital data recording. I also provided a tool to calculate the efficiency and effectiveness of the e-learning form of education from two approaches:

1. Knowledge transfer-centric measurement method;

2. Result-based measurement method.

The knowledge transfer-centric measurement method primarily analyzes the behavior of e-learning users with dispersion, kurtosis and skewness indicators. My basic assumption according to the measurement method is based on the central limit theorem, according to which observations depending on many factors typically approach a normal distribution. Based on this, I assumed that participation in a completely average e-learning course was normally distributed, and I examined the nature of the deviations from it with the above indicators.

The result-based measurement method compares the results of the students' input knowledge assessment test and the final score at the end of the e-learning course, and characterizes the knowledge transfer between the two with a unique activity indicator. Analyzing the correlations between these three variables with correlation and regression calculations and clustering procedures, and the joint interpretation of these studies, we can also get an idea of the goodness of the e-learning course.
3.3 Development of the e-learning break-even point calculation

In order to be able to fully evaluate an e-learning course, in addition to knowledge transfer, I also found it necessary to examine its material and financial implications. There is no use of an e-learning course that is extremely effective in providing knowledge transfer if the cost of producing the course far exceeds the cost of a classroom with the same professional content. People facing such decisions will need both sets of information, so I also developed a method for calculating the e-learning break-even point.

To do this, I first examined the specifics and cost structure of e-learning development projects, which I compared with the typical expenditures of attendance education. The main conclusion of this is that attendance training has uniformly distributed even expenses with the tutor and classroom rental costs, while e-learning has a significantly lower maintenance cost after the initial investment.
### Framework (LMS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>One time</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction of framework (human cost of IT investment)</td>
<td>Framework version upgrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-time application fee</td>
<td>License fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(or)</td>
<td>(can be free)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Server investment</td>
<td>Hosting service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(or)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Support / helpdesk function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Curriculum (content)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>One time software cost</th>
<th>Curriculum maintenance (content update)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>License fee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Professional support for students)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(or)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Along this, I set up a method for calculating the break-even point, which determines the break-even point of the investment in e-learning, measured in years. I did not examine this method with empirical data, but I demonstrated its applicability in practice through the example of a fictitious case generated by me.
3.4 Testing and evaluating the method of measuring knowledge transfer

The hypothesis formulated in my dissertation was that the method I developed, which measures the efficiency and effectiveness of knowledge transfer, is suitable for drawing conclusions about the goodness of e-learning. To prove this, we converted one of the subjects of the Corvinus University of Budapest to e-learning form, and I fitted the data generated and collected in the Moodle e-learning system of the University to the measurement methods.

I divided the evaluation of the measurement method into 3 phases: first I examined whether the data fitted properly, then I examined the usefulness of the conclusions that can be drawn from the measurement methods, and thirdly I formulated remarks, criticisms and suggestions for further development. After proper preparation and cleansing of the data, I successfully fitted them to both the knowledge transfer-based and result-based measurement methods. I managed to draw interpretable and usable conclusions about the e-learning course, so I considered the developed measurement method to be suitable and my hypothesis to be justified. Finally, the suggestions and critiques formulated in the last step make the measurement method suitable for fine-tuning and further development.
4 Summary of conclusions

In this chapter, I will summarize the scientific results achieved in the dissertation.

T1: I examined the conceptual approaches to e-learning, created my own definition of e-learning, identified the components and related concepts of e-learning, and finally defined the 9 distinguishing features of attendance education.

T2: I developed a toolkit for measuring e-learning knowledge transfer objectively that can be used without a control group, which puts the measurement of efficiency on a mathematical-statistical basis from the data automatically recorded by e-learning systems.

T3: I developed a method for calculating the break-even point of e-learning projects, which compares the costs of e-learning implementation to attendance training, thus determining the time period measured in years from which the investment in e-learning pays off.

T4: I tested the method and toolkit measuring the efficiency of e-learning knowledge transfer, I established its general applicability, and I formulated the limitations and further development possibilities of the measurement method.
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